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Abstract – There have been numerous investigations into the self-stabilization of a single rolling wheel 

employing a gyroscopic actuation because of its significance in robotic applications. This paper's main 

objective is to give a summary of the most recent work on single-wheel gyroscopically stabilized robots. 

As a result, the research covers the many applications of the fundamental physics concepts for a single 

wheel. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Single wheel robots with distinctive 

development components have been the subject of 

various considers [1, 2, 4, 6, 36], The concept of a 

single-wheel gyroscopically stabilized robot was 

initially proposed by Brown and Xu [1] and created 

at Carnegie Mellon College, They built two models 

for their proposed demonstrate, 

In Gyrover I was gathered from accessible RC 

demonstrate airplane/car components, and rapidly 

affirmed the concept 

In Gyrover II has been amassed and driven by 

manual farther control on a smooth floor, and has 

appeared the capacity to drift and be controllable on 

water. In Gyrover III part of sensors are utilized to 

encourage its control issue [14, 11]. The foremost 

work shown in this region was carried out within the 

Chinese College of Hong Kong. 

The thought is to require advantage of the 

energetic soundness of a single wheel. Therfore, the 

gyrover comes from two words, Gyroscopic and 

meanderer [2] separately. It implies as a wanderer, 

which depends on gyroscopic activity for energetic 

soundness. The gyrover robot comprises of single 

wheel [11] and adjusting is done utilizing turning 

flywheel joined through a two link controller at the 

wheel bearing [1, 2, 4, 6, 13, 36]. Basically, Gyrover 

could be a sharp-edged wheel, with an incitation 

component fitted interior the wheel. The incitation 

component comprises of three isolated actuators: a 

turn engine, which turns a suspended flywheel at a 

tall rate, conferring energetic steadiness to the robot; 

a title engine, which controls the controlling of 

Gyrover; and a drive engine, which causes forward 

and/or in reverse speeding up, by driving the single 

wheel specifically. [1, 2, 4, 6, 36]. 

Past inquire about of Gyrover has been centered 

on elements and control, counting the kinematic 

imperatives and movement conditions [27, 28, 29, 

30, 31, 32, 33]. In any case, the robot concept brings 

a number of challenging issues in modeling and 

control since of the profoundly coupled flow, the 

nonholonomic imperatives and the non-minimum 

phase behavior of the framework. 

The most thought in creating the robot is the 

utilize of gyroscopic impacts for keeping up 

soundness conjointly controlling the robot. 

Within the past, inquire about on the Gyrover 

focussed totally on the mechanical plan and 

developpement of the nonholonomic kinematic 

limitations and a energetic show utilizing the 

obliged generalized Lagrangian definition. [1, 2, 4, 

6,11, 35] in numerous path such on an slanted 
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plane[36,32], bend [13], and on a smooth surface 

[10-11]. Moreover the straightforward dynamical 

condition of Gyrover through Kane strategy was 

treated in [46]. 

We to begin with linearize the framework 

approximately the vertical position. Within the last 

years, there has been developing intrigued within 

the plan of input control laws for nonholonomic 

frameworks. 

From the exploratory and seriously inquire about 

conducted by other analysts prior, distinctive 

instruments of unicycle versatile robot have been 

proposed Due to the inalienable horizontal 

precariousness, the primary step in controlling the 

robot is stabilization. Luckily, the incline point of 

the robot can be controlled by implication by tilting 

theflywheel counting energetic modeling, model-

based control Stabilization (moreover known as 

Adjust Control) [4,14,28, 30, 32.38.], hence The 

target for stabilization control is to stabilize the 

incline point to a craved esteem, Stabilization of 

Gyrover was to begin with examined in [9]. 

Moreover, a number of direction following 

strategies have been proposed for the commonplace 

portable robot. Hence, the most trouble in tackling 

the way taking after issue of the single wheel robot 

is that we must not as it were control the position (x, 

y) and the introduction θ utilizing two control inputs 

(υ, ω), but too control the incline point β inside a 

stable locale to anticipate the robot from falling. 

propose an approach to the way taking after issue 

based on a 

geometrical idea in controlling the way ebb and 

flow [3,4, 14, 16, 40] and position Control 

(moreover known as Point-to-Point Control) [36]. 

Based on the streamlined dynamical condition, 

distinctive sorts of controllers are planned [10, 11, 

12, and 13]. 

the control technique learning for a powerfully 

steady framework has been moreover treated [20, 

36], the analyst proposed three control laws for 

adjust [4,14,28, 30, 32.38.], point-to-point control 

[36] and line tracking[3,4,6, 14, 16, 40]. The three 

issues considered are crucial assignments for 

Gyrover control. 

This article gives a brief diagram of the common 

region application and the work conducted in this 

field, Within the taking after, a description of the 

single wheel robot has been displayed. an outline of 

works tired this field is said in section-3. At long 

last, the concluding comments are specify in section 

4. 

II. ROBOT CONCEPT 

The Gyrover could be a single-wheel robot that's 

stabilized and controlled with an inner, mechanical 

spinner. Figure 1 appears generally see of the robot. 

The Gyrover can stand and turn in put, move 

intentionally at moo speed, climb direct grades, and 

move stably at tall speeds indeed on harsh territory. 

It includes a generally huge rolling distance across 

which encourages movement over unpleasant 

landscape, and a single track and limit professional. 

le for deterrent shirking. It can be totally encased for 

security from the environment. 

As appeared in Figs 2 and 3, the Gyrover 

comprises of four unbending bodies associated to 

each other through a 3-d.o.f. kinematic chain: the 

wheel, the pendulum, the tilt mechanism and the 

whirligig. 

Figure 1 appears a schematic of the component 

plan. Basically, Gyrover could be a sharp-edged 

wheel with an activation component fitted interior 

the wheel. 

 

 

Fig: 1 The basic configuration of Gyrover 

 

The incitation instrument comprises of three 

partitioned actuators: 

 a turn engine, which turns a suspended flywheel 

at a tall rate, giving energetic soundness to the 

robot;  

 a tilt engine, which controls the controlling of 

Gyrover;  
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 a drive engine which causes forward and/or in 

reverse speeding up by driving the single wheel 

specifically. 

The behavior of Gyrover is based on the guideline 

of gyroscopic precession as displayed within the 

steadiness of a rolling wheel. Since of its precise 

energy, a turning wheel tends to precess at right 

points to an connected torque, according to the 

elemental condition of gyroscopic precession: 

 

T=J×ω×Ω 

 

Where ω is the precise speed of the wheel, Ω is 

the wheel’s precession rate typical to the turn pivot, 

J is the wheel polar minute of dormancy 

approximately the turn pivot, and T is the connected 

torque typical to the turn and precession 

tomahawks. Therefore, when a rolling wheel 

inclines to one side, instead of fair drop over, the 

gravitationally initiated torque causes the wheel to 

precess so that it turns within the course that it is 

inclining. 

Gyrover supplements this basic concept with the 

expansion of an inner gyroscope—the turning 

flywheel—nominally adjusted with the wheel and 

turning within the heading of forward movement. 

The flywheel’s precise energy produces sidelong 

steadiness when the wheel is ceased or moving 

gradually. 

Pendulum. The most body of the Gyrover hangs 

as a pendulum from the hub of the wheel. The 

pendulum incorporates a DC engine and 

transmission that drive the wheel shaft. With gravity 

acting as response torque, this drive component 

creates forward increasing speed and braking for the 

Gyrover 

Whirligig. The stabilizing whirligig is the heart of 

the Gyrover instrument. The precise energy of the 

pivoting mass gives steadiness and a reference 

against which the Gyrover wheel can be tilted by the 

tilt engine or ‘servo’. The spinner is housed in a  

berglass and aluminum lodging, pivoting on 

exactness ball orientation and mounted in elastic 

vibration isolators. 

 

Spinner tilt servo. The tilt servo controls the 

relative point of the whirligig turn hub with regard 

to the wheel pivot and pendulum. This rotation axis 

is opposite to the most pivot and is found underneath 

the hub on the sagittal plane, as appeared in Fig. 2. 

The servo may be a exceptionally tall torque unit 

that gives the torque to cause the wheel to incline 

relative to the spinner. This torque, acting to adjust 

the wheel against gravity, is what leads to the yaw 

precession that produces the directing impact. 

Sensors and instrumented. A number of on-board 

sensors have been introduced on the Gyrover to 

degree its state. These are: 

 A potentiometer to degree the Spinner tilt point. 

 An Optical encoder to sense the drive engine 

position and speed. 

 A Hall-effect sensor to degree the Whirligig 

precise speed. 

 A Three-axis rate gyroto sense the precise speed 

of the pendulum. 

 All these signals, also the control inputs from the 

radio transmitter, can be examined by the 

computer. 
 

III. DYNAMICS  

The elements of the Gyrover is portrayed by a 

set of exceedingly coupled nonlinear differential 

conditions. The induction of the energetic 

conditions for the Gyrover displayed here is based 

on the Newton–Euler approach [5, 6]. Past 

determinations of the energetic conditions were 

based on a Lagrangian approach [2, 3] with 

disentangling geometric suspicions for recreation 

purposes. In our induction, we make the taking after 

presumptions: 

 All the components are unbending bodies. 

 The wheel rolls without slipping. 

 The contact demonstrate for the contact between 

the wheel and the floor, and between the drive 

engine and transmission incorporates Coulomb 

and thick grinding. 

 The precise speed of the whirligig is consistent. 

 

Gyrover incorporates a number of potential 

preferences over multiwheeled vehicles: 

 The complete framework can be encased inside 

the wheel to supply mechanical and natural 

security for gear and instruments. 

 Gyrover is safe to getting stuck on deterrents 

since it has no body to hang up, no uncovered 

members, and the whole uncovered surface is 

live (driven). 

 The tiltable flywheel can be used to right the 

vehicle from its statically steady, rest position 

(on its side). The wheel has no posterior on 

which to induce stuck. 
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 Gyrover can turn in put by simply leaning and 

precessing 

 within the craved heading, with no extraordinary 

controlling component, which upgrades 

maneuverability. 

 Single-point contact with the ground disposes of 

the have to be oblige uneven surfaces and 

disentangles control. 

 Full drive footing is accessible since all the 

weight is on the single drive wheel. 

 A expansive pneumatic tire may have 

exceptionally moo ground contact weight, 

which comes about in negligible unsettling 

influence to the surface and least rolling 

resistance. The tire may be reasonable for 

traveling on delicate soils, sand, snow, or ice; 

brush or other vegetation; or, with satisfactory 

buoyancy, water. 

Potential applications for Gyrover are various. 

Since it can travel on both arrive and water, it may 

discover land and water capable utilize on 

shorelines or swampy zones for common 

transportation, investigation, protect, or diversion. 

Essentially, with suitable tread, it ought to travel 

well over delicate snow with great footing and 

negligible rolling resistance. As a reconnaissance 

robot, Gyrover might utilize its thin profile to pass 

through entryways and narrow passages, and its 

capacity to turn in put to move in tight quarters. 

Another potential application is as a high-speed 

lunar vehicle, where the nonattendance of 

streamlined unsettling influences and moo gravity 

would allow effective, high-speed portability. 

As the advancement advances, we expect that 

other, more particular employments will ended up 

apparent. 

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

 

Numerous analysts have been concentrated on 

modeling of A Single-Wheel Gyroscopically 

Stabilized Robot. Therfore, the analysts who are 

working in this field. 

 

H.Brown and Y.Xu in [1] created a special, 

single-wheel robot that misuses gyroscopic powers 

for the common controlling behavior and solidness 

of the rolling wheel within the improvement of a 

profoundly energetic, single-wheel, portable robot. 

Tests with two working models appear guarantee 

for the concept for high-speed, rough-terrain and 

land and water capable applications. 

have examined the achievability through essential 

examination and straightforward tests, and outlined 

and built two, radio-controlled (RC) working 

models. They have confirmed numerous of 

anticipated points of interest. 

G.C. Nandy and Ya.Xu in [2] displayed a basic 

energetic demonstrate for the gyroscopic wheel. 

They developped the energetic show of the wheel 

through the Lagrangian obliged generalized 

definition. The behavior 

of the wheel for distinctive introductory condition 

has been recreated in several gravitational 

situations, such as those seen on the moon, and 

Defaces. Their demonstrate proposes that within the 

moo gravity environment, the component acts more 

steady. 

 

M. G.Yu. and Formal’skii, in [5] created 

methodolgy to control the longitudinal movement of 

a single wheel robot on an uneven surface. 

 

Abdullah Al Mamun et al in [3] developed 

Gyrobot that for explore in obscure, harsh territory , 

they propose a control strategy to form the Gyrobot 

take after a straight line way and a circular way. 

They recognized three key conditions that rule the 

movement characteristics. These conditions are 

utilized to create the references flag for the planned 

direct controller which is connected to the single-

wheeled robot. 

 

Y.Xu in [4] developped a energetic show of the 

directing and incitation component in the event that 

Gyrover, they examined the speed limitations, They 

created a energetic show, examine its movement 

condition and nonholonomic limitations, and show 

recreation consider. The work clarified 

noteworthiness in understanding this sort of 

powerfully steady but statically unsteady 

framework, and in creating programmed contnol of 

the framework. 

 

Yangsheng Xu & Samuel, K. Win [6] show a 

novel concept for a versatile robot that gives 

energetic steadiness for fast movement, they created 

a direct state criticism approach to stabilize the robot 

at any craved incline point, they created a line taking 

after controller for following any wanted straight 
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line whereas keeping adjust. The controller 

proposed was composed of two parts: the speed 

control law and the torque control law. 

 

P. D . Kemp and Y .Yav in in [7] outlined a 

hypothetical show of a single wheeled robot which 

was conceptually comparative to that of Nakajima's 

robot, but utilized two orthogonally mounted rotors 

as its upper portion and a basic routine wheel as its 

lower portion. proposed stabilization and control of 

a framework which is composed of a disk rolling on 

a plane, 

They utilized a kind of reverse flow control for 

the plan of input control laws for the torques 

connected to each of the two rotorsand for the torque 

which is connected to the accelerating instrument 

such that the disk's slant will be stabilized almost its 

vertical position, whereas at the same time 

controlling the disk's speed and heading in such a 

way that the disk will be able asymptotically to track 

any given smooth ground direction. 

 

 

D. V Zenkov et al in [8] analyzed the soundness 

of relative equilibria of nonholonomic frameworks, 

To interest out the steadiness investigation, we 

utilize a generalization of the energy-momentum 

strategy combined with the Lyapunov-Malkin 

Hypothesis and the center complex hypothesis 

 

C.Rui and N.H. McClamroch [9] proposed a 

strategy for the control of a rolling wheel on a level 

surface. Their strategy was based on the 

presumption of three autonomous torques which 

may act in roll, pitch and yaw bearings. 

 

Y.Xu et al in [11] displayed a novel concept of 

portability that provides dynamic soundness and 

fast movement. The concept, called Gyrover, may 

be a single-wheel, gyroscopically stabilized robot. 

They displayed the instrument plan and three 

models of a single-wheel robot too the robot’s 

nonholonomic imperatives and the stabilizing 

impact of the flywheel on the framework through 

recreation and tests, numerous disentanglements 

were made to keep the conditions compact. 

 

A.Alasty and H.Pendar [13] created energetic 

conditions of a single wheel robot through Lagrange 

strategy applying a unused approach will be tended 

to. Without any rearrangements on the dynamic 

analysis. The unpleasantness impact of ground is 

additionally considered. 

 

Y. Ou & Y.Xu in [14] proposed a strategy to 

control Gyrover, they examine two classes of 

nonholonomic imperatives related with the 

framework. At that point, based on the backstepping 

innovation, they propose a control law for adjust 

control of Gyrover. In other hand, through 

exchanging the frameworks states from Cartesian 

arrange to polar facilitate, There are two control 

inputs: one is the controlling torque and the other is 

the driving torque. 

 

K.W.Au and Y.Xu in [15] created a energetic 

demonstrate and decouple show with regard to the 

control input, too they examined the impact of the 

flywheel flow on stabilizing the single wheel robot 

by means of recreation and explore ponder. 

a straight state feekback control law has been 

developped in arrange to control and stabilze the 

single wheel robot toward/in distinctive incline 

points, too to control the precession rate so as to 

control the controlling rate of the robot 

 

K. W. Au and Y. Xu in [16] created a line taking 

after controller for following any wanted straight 

line with adjust for a single wheel, gyroscopically 

stabilized robot, they portrayed the robot movement 

employing a set of arrangements utilizing the way 

ebb and flow. They developped an programmed 

control for the powerfully steady robot. The 

controller was separated into two parts: (1) speed 

control law and (2) torque control law. We 

uncovered the impacts of the introductory heading 

point, the rolling speed and the controller picks up 

to the execution of the controller. 

 

Yu [21] decided the input determination of tilting 

up errand of a basic wheel robot. They proposed 

Affectability Examination and Figure Investigation 

for selecting state inputs of the framework. The 

Human Control Procedures (HCS) demonstrate was 

learned modeled human control input from the 

human point of see. And after that the affectability 

examination for input selecting based on the 

streamlined show of Au, which is as it were 

restricted to the show without li. 

 

Koshiyama and Yamafuji [22] created a statically 

steady, single-wheel robot with an inside 
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component that might might move fore and 

rearward and turn in put; their work emphasized the 

control of the (non-inverted) pendulum carried on 

the wheel, utilizing force exchange in changing 

heading. 

 

S.J.Tsai in [28] developped a nitty gritty energetic 

demonstrate for the Gyrover; they utilized an 

expanded Kalman channel to gauge the total state 

vector of the gyrover. in arrange to create a state 

feedback controlle, The nonlinear flow conditions 

of motion about the unsteady harmony point was at 

that point linearized, too they optimized the 

soundness locale subject to a set of direct Lattice to 

capture steadiness and shaft arrangement 

imperatives. an observer-based controller 

exploratory result has been given. 

 

K. W. Au in [30] presened a ponder of the basic 

characteristics of the single wheel robot, and created 

a energetic demonstrate and control strategies of this 

robot. Moreover the kinametic and dynamic models 

of the single wheel robot has been created, a direct 

state input for stabilizing the robot to any wanted 

incline point has been displayed. He created a 

controller for the single wheel robot to track any 

craved line. 

 

Y.Xu and L.W.Sun in [32] develpped a energetic 

demonstrate of a single wheel robot rolling without 

slippang on an slanted plane that coupled nonlinear 

and nonholonomic. The movement of a single wheel 

robot was analyzed utilizing Lagrangian dynamacs 

without suspicion that the robot is compelled to stay 

vertical. the energetic show linearized around the 

position opposite to the surface and proposed a state 

input controller for stabilazing the robot from falling 

over. They outlined a backstepping control to 

stabilize the robot taking after a straight way with a 

common heading point. 

 

Y. Xu and Y. Ou in [36] created the kinematic and 

energetic models of Gyrover in a even arrange. they 

illustrated that the dy-namics of the robot is 

nonholonomic and underactuated. Conjointly the 

elements coupling between the wheel and the 

flywheel, through the stabilization and tilting impact 

of the flywheel on the robot.and also they have set 

up the flow of a robot rolling without slipping on an 

slanted plane 

 

T.Saleh et al in [38] misused the energy of the 

moving structure to construct a gyroscopically 

stabilized single-wheeled robot. 

 

Z.Zhu in [40] propose a control strategy to form 

the Gyrobot take after a straight line way, a circular 

way and turn itself on a settle point.. to controlthe 

tilt and forward/backward movement of the robot A 

direct input controller has been received. 

 

Z.Zhu et al in [41]. Coordinates of ADAMS with 

MATLAB for planning and creating of gyrobot The 

virtual gyrobot is at that point set beneath closed 

circle control. 

 

Z.Zhen et al in [42] developed a Energetic 

reenactment of gyrobot in ADAMS. And matlab, 

The control-centric approach has been received to 

plan complex mechanical structure to be utilized in 

a mechatronics framework. 

 

Zhu Zhen et al in [43] Created a virtual 

environment of mimicking 3D movement of the 

robot for gyroscopically stabilized single wheel 

robot, A controller is additionally actualized to 

advance legitimize the adequacy of the virtual robot 

 

I.Smadi and Y.Fujimoto in [44] displayed a three-

dimensional energetic demonstrate of one-wheel 

robot is displayed. The robot comprises of one 

wheel and twofold modified pendulum, they 

linearized adaptation of the one wheel robot around 

the equilibrium point. At that point, state criticism 

LQR controller was planned and executed. In 

arrange to confirm the legitimacy of the proposed 

demonstrate. 

 

B .Joydeep and B.Seth in [45] developped a 

reactobot, the energetic was depicted in arrange to 

significant to its adjusting around the roll hub, a 

LQR controller to adjust and to stabilzethe 

framework was develeopped. 

 

W Nukulwuthiopas et al in [46] created a 

energetic modeling of a one-wheel rohot, by 

utilizing Kane’s strategy, they portrayed the 

movement of the one-wheel robot coordinates with 

a spinner for stabilization. and directing. 

 

M.K. Rashid in [47] created a recreation stage for 

testing diverse control strategies to stabilize a single 
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wheel portable robot. The realistic representation of 

the robot, the energetic arrangement, and, the 

control plot are all coordinates on common 

computer stage utilizing Visual Fundamental. 

 

J.H. Stop and S. Jung in [48] created and tried a 

single-wheel robot for adjusting and driving control 

through the down to earth Mechatronics approach. 

The Mechatronics approach has a few stages: 

expository plan, framework integration, detecting  

control, and assessment to im-prove the execution 

of a single-wheel robot. 

A direct controller has been created in arrange to 

stabilize GYROBO, moreover a mechatronics 

approach has been displayed for re-duction the 

vibration of the tall speed flywheel that propagates 

to all parts within the wheel. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we are show an outline of the current 

investigate conducted on Single-Wheel 

Gyroscopically Stabilized Robot. Hence, the inquire 

about examines the different employments of the 

elemental standards of material science for single 

wheel. In any case, our investigation has appeared 

the advancement of the modeling, plan control and 

connected in this zone. 
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